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Abstract
Static Worst-Case Execution Time (WCET) analysis derives upper bounds for the execution times of
programs. Such bounds are crucial when designing and verifying real-time systems. A key component
in static WCET analysis is to derive flow information, such as loop bounds and infeasible paths.

We have previously introducedabstract execution(AE), a method capable of deriving very precise
flow information. This paper present different merging techniques that can be used by AE for trading
analysis time for flow information precision. It also presents a new technique,ordered merging,
which may radically shorten AE analysis times, especially when analyzing large programs with many
possible input variable values.

1. Introduction

Theworst-case execution time(WCET) is a key parameter for verifying real-time properties. Astatic
WCET analysisfinds an upper bound to the WCET of a program from mathematical models of the
hardware and software involved. If the models are correct, the analysis will derive a timing estimate
that issafe, i.e., greater than or equal to the WCET.

To statically derive a timing bound for a program, information on both thehardware timing character-
istics, such as bounds on the time different instructions may take to execute, as well as the program’s
possible execution flows, such as bounds on the number of times each instruction can be executed,
needs to be derived. The latter, so calledflow information, includes information about the maximum
number of times loops are iterated, which paths through the program that are feasible, dependencies
between code parts, etc.

The goal of aflow analysisis to calculate such flow information as automatically as possible. Flow
analysis research has mostly focused onloop boundanalysis, since upper bounds on the number of
loop iterations must be known in order to derive a WCET estimate. Flow analysis can also identify
infeasible paths, i.e., paths which are executable according to the control-flow graph structure, but not
feasible when considering the semantics of the program and possible input data values [9]. In contrast
to loop bounds, infeasible path information is not required to find a WCET estimate, but may tighten
the resulting WCET estimate. In general, a flow analysis which can take constraints on input data
values into consideration, a so calledinput sensitive analysis, should be able to derive more precise
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flow information than an analysis which cannot [2].

One promising flow analysis method isAbstract Execution(AE), which is able to find precise flow
information for many different types of programs [2, 9]. AE works by abstractly executing the paths
which the program may execute for all its different input values. To avoid a combinatorial explosion
of the number of paths to analyse, different types ofmerging techniquesare used by AE. This article
describes these techniques in more detail. The contributions of this article are:
• We present merging techniques used by AE for trading analysis time for flow information precision.
• We present a new technique,ordered merging, which may radically reduce AE analysis times for

large programs with many possible input variable values.
• We evaluate the effect of the different techniques w.r.t. analysis time and flow information precision

on some benchmark programs.

Even though our merging techniques are presented in the context of AE, we believe that they should
be applicable for many other WCET analysis techniques where many program paths are explicitly
explored.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents our WCET tool and AE. Section 3
presents the need for, and the drawbacks of, merging. Section 4 presents related work and other
methods which should benefit of our techniques. Section 5 describes our merge point placement
techniques and Section 6 presents our new technique for ordering of merge points. Section 7 presents
analysis results. In Section 8 we draw some conclusions and discuss future work.

2. SWEET and Abstract Execution

SWEET (SWEdish Execution time Tool) is a prototype WCET analysis tool developed at Mälardalen
University [14]. It consists of three main phases; aflow analysiswhere bounds on the number of times
different instructions or larger code parts can be executed is derived [9], alow-level analysis, where
timing cost bounds for different instructions or larger code parts are derived [5], and acalculation
where the most time-consuming path is found using the information derived in the first two phases [6].

Abstract Execution. AE is a form of symbolic execution based on an AI [4] framework. Rather
than using traditional fixed-point iteration, AE executes the program in the abstract domain, with
abstract values for the program variables and abstract versions of the operators in the language. For
instance, the abstract domain can be the domain of intervals: each numeric variable will then hold
an interval rather than a number, and each assignment will calculate a new interval from the current
intervals held by the variables. As usual in AI, the abstract value held by a variable, at some point,
represents a set containing the actual concrete values that the variable can hold at that point. An
abstract stateis a collection of abstract values for all variables at a point. AE isinput data sensitive,
allowing the user to explore how different input data value constraints affect the program flow [2, 7].

Illustrative example. As an illustration of AE, using intervals as abstract values, please consider
Figure 1. When entering the loop, the variablei can hold any integer value from 1 to 4. Each
execution of an abstract state by thewhile condition might give raise to at least one, and at most
two resulting states (thetrueandfalsebranch). During the first three executions of the loop condition,
there is no value ofi which terminates the loop. However, the fourth time the condition is executed,
i will have a value of[7..10], giving that the analysis produces two resulting states. Thus,i will have
a value of[7..9] at pointp, and[10..10] at pointr. Similarly, during the following execution of the



i=INPUT; // i=[1..4]
while (i < 10) {

... // p
i = i + 2;
... // q

}
// r

(a) Example

iter i at p
1 [1..4]
2 [3..6]
3 [5..8]
4 [7..9]
5 [9..9]
6 impossible

(b) Analysis

min. #iter: 3

max. #iter: 5

(c) Result

Figure 1. Example of abstract execution

loop condition both branches can be taken. At the sixth execution of the loop condition, the set of
values for the true branch of the loop condition is empty, i.e., only thefalsebranch is possible, and
AE of the loop terminates.

Deriving flow constraints. The output of AE is a set offlow facts[6], i.e., constraints on the pro-
gram flow, which is given as input to the subsequent calculation phase. To derive these constraints,
AE extends abstract states withrecorders, used to collect flow information. Program parts to be ana-
lyzed are extended withcollectors, which are used to successively accumulate recorded information
from the states. For example, in Figure 1 each state may be given aloop bound recorderfor recording
the number of executions it makes in the loop. Similarly, aloop bound collectorcan be used to ac-
cumulate the loop body executions (3, 4 and 5 respectively) recorded by the states. The accumulated
recordings are used to generate the loop bound constraints in Figure 1(c). Flow constraint generation
supported by AE include lower and upper (nested) loop bounds, infeasible nodes and edges, upper
node and edge execution bounds, infeasible pairs of nodes, and longer infeasible paths [9].

3. Merging

When using abstract values, conditionals cannot always be decided, as illustrated by the above exam-
ple. In these cases, AE must then execute both branches separately in two different abstract states.
This means that AE may have to handle many abstract states, representing different possible execution
paths, concurrently. The number of possible abstract states may grow exponentially with the length
of these paths.

In order to curb the growing number of paths,mergingof abstract states for different paths can take
place at certain program points (merge points). If the states are merged using the least upper bound
operator “⊔” on the abstract domain of states, then the result is one abstract state safely representing
all possible concrete states. Thus, a single-path abstract execution, representing the execution of the
different paths, can continue from the merge point. Merge points can be selected at will, but typical
placements are after if-statements, and at entries/exits from functions and loops.

Problems with merging. Merging comes with a price, however, since it may yield abstract values
that represent concrete values in a less precise way: for instance, the merging of[6..6] and [10..11]
yields[6..11], which also contains the concrete values 7, 8, 9 not present in the original intervals. The
added values might, if we are unlucky, force AE to execute paths which are not feasible. Figure 2(a)
shows an example with an upper loop bound = 4. AE with no merging would find that bound, whereas
merging at pointp would lead to an overestimated loop bound (8). Merging at pointq (at the loop
header) instead would lead to a lower overestimation (7) of the loop bound, i.e., also placement of



int i, x; // i=[-5..5]
if (i > 0) x=2;
else x=4;
// p
while (x < 10) { // q

if (isOdd(x)) x++;
else x=x+2;

}

(a) Loop bound overestimation

int i; // i=[-5..5]
int x;
if (i > 0) x=2; // A
else x=1; // B
// r
if (i > 1) x=2*x; // C
else x=3*x; // D
// s

(b) Missed infeasible paths

Figure 2. Overestimations due to merging

merge points are important.

Moreover, after a merge we cannot relate the path we executed before the merge with the path we
executed after the merge, since several paths might be merged at the merge point. This means that
some types of infeasible path calculation cannot be made after merging. Figure 2(b) shows an example
where merging atr (join after if) leads to that the infeasible pathsA-C andB-D both are missed.
This is because the merged state atr has a path history wherebothnodesA andB are included. If we
instead postpone the merging tos both infeasible paths can be found.

We conclude that merging may lead to a faster AE, but that it also may result in less precise flow
information. In Section 5 we describe placement of merge points, as supported by SWEET, allowing
us to trade analysis time and flow information precision. In Section 6 we present a new method,
based on ordering of merge points, for minimizing the number of concurrent abstract states, and
thereby achieving a much faster analysis.

4. Related Work

As mentioned in Section 2, AE can be classified as a combination of AI and symbolic execution [8, 9].
The WCET analysis method by Lundqvist et al. [13], works in a similar fashion, and can potentially
also get many parallel states. Compared to Lundqvist’s work, AE uses a more detailed value domain,
is based on an AI framework, and derives only flow constraints.

In general, our merging techniques should be applicable for any other WCET analysis technique
where the paths through the program or parts of the program are explicitly explored. For example,
most path-based calculation methods use some type of merging [10, 13, 16, 17]. Similarly, path-
enumeration based flow analysis approaches, such as [1, 11], may require merging when the amount
of paths grow large.

On an even more general level, bothintra-proceduraland inter-proceduralprogram analyses make
use of different type of merging and merge points [15].

5. Placement of Merge Points

A crucial question is: where to place merge points? For example, to place them at all join points in
the program could mean that we unnecessarily overestimate values, which might lead to less precise
flow information, and a non-tight resulting WCET estimate.



int complex(int a, int b) { // BB0
while (a < 30) { // BB1

while (b < a) { // BB2
if (b > 5) // BB3

b = b * 3; // BB4
else

b = b + 2; // BB5
if (b >= 10 && b <= 12) // BB6 & BB7

a = a + 10; // BB8
else

a = a + 1; // BB9
} // BB10
a = a + 2; // BB11
b = b - 10;

}
return 1; // BB12

}

int main(void) { // BB13
/* a = [0..18] b = [0..18] */
int a = 1, b = 1, answer = 0;
answer = complex(a, b); // BB14
return answer;

}

Figure 3. Example program

To handle this problem, our method allows the user to control the placement of merge points, in
order to explore different tradeoffs between analysis speed and precision. Figure 3 shows an example
program (jcomplex from the Mälardalen benchmarks [14]), to illustrate the possible placement of
merge points. Figure 4 shows the corresponding program CFG where the function call tocomplex
has been inlined inmain, and nodes have been partitioned w.r.t. the functions and loops they belong
to. This type of graph (thescope-graph[6]) is used by the analysis in SWEET.

The user can currently specify AE to useno merging, or one or more of the following merge points:
at function entries(corresponding to nodesBB0 andBB13 in Figure 4), afterfunction exits(BB14),
after loop body termination, i.e., at the loop header (BB1, BB2), after loop exits(BB11, BB12), and
at joins after if-statements(BB6, BB9, BB10). Note that a node can be of more than one merge point
type.

6. Ordered and Unordered Merging

AE and its flow fact generating techniques has been presented in detail in [9]. The original underlying
algorithm for processing abstract states is outlined in Figure 5. It is a quite straightforward worklist
algorithm, which iterates over a set of abstract states, generating new abstract states from old ones.
Abstract states at merge points are moved to a special merge list, and final states are removed. When
the worklist is empty, all states in the merge list which are at the same merge point are merged, and
the resulting states are inserted in the worklist. The algorithm terminates when both the merge list
and the worklist are empty. The algorithm allows any combination of merge point placements (as
outlined in Section 5) to be used.
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Figure 4. Scope graph for the example program

This algorithm has been successfully used to analyse all the programs in the Mälardalen WCET
benchmarks suite [14] during the WCET Challenge 2006 [18]. However, during the industrial case
study described in [2], we discovered that for some large programs with many possible input vari-
able values, AE faced complexity problems, i.e., very long analysis times and large amounts of used
memory. As an illustration of the inherent problem of the original algorithm, consider the example in
Figure 1 again. Further assume that we have decided to use both loop body termination (i.e.,q) and
loop termination (i.e.,r) as merge points. As explained in Section 2, the fourth time the condition is
abstractly executed the analysis will spawn two abstract states, one taking thetrue branch (i=[7..9]),
and one taking thefalsebranch (i=[10..10]). Both states will eventually reach a merge point (q and
r respectively). However, since they are not in the same merge point they cannot be merged at that
time. Instead, both states are moved to the worklist, and will continue their executions in parallel.

We observe that all states resulting from abstractly executing the loop will sooner or later reachr.
However, there is no mechanism in the original algorithm to force a state inr to wait for the other
states to reachr. Thus, each state that reachesr will be continue executing the code followingr
in parallel with the states in the loop. This means that merging in itself is not guarantee to get few
parallel states. Moreover, the code afterr will be executed several times, with almost identical states,
which means a lot of unneccessary work.

Ordering of merge nodes. We have designed and implemented an algorithm to solve the problem
described above1. The basic idea behind the algorithm is to force a state towait for all other states
which sooner or later will reach the same merge node at which the state is located. This is achieved by
creating an order between all merge nodes and force the processing of states to follow this order. For
example, in Figure 1 we want to create an order so states atr should wait for all states still executing
in the loop. All states resulting from the loop processing can then be merged atr, giving that there
will be only one state that continues executing afterr, instead of several.

The algorithm works by first creating animmediate post-dominance (IPDom) treeof all nodes in

1In the current implementation, merging for recursive programs is not supported.



work list <- {init state};
merge list <- empty;
final list <- empty;
REPEAT

WHILE work list /= empty DO {
s <- select from(work list);
work list <- work list \ {s};
new states <- ae(s);
FOREACH s’ in new states DO
CASE merge point(s’): merge list <-

merge list U {s’}
final state(s’): final states <-

final states U {s’}
otherwise: work list <- work list U {s’};

}
WHILE merge list /= empty DO {

s <- select from(merge list);
merge list <- merge list \ {s};
FOREACH s’ in merge list DO
IF same merge point(s,s’) THEN

s <- merge(s,s’);
merge list <- merge list \ {s’};

work list <- work list U {s};
}

UNTIL work list = empty

Figure 5. Original algorithm for AE

the program CFG. Basically, a noden post-dominatesanother nodem iff all paths fromm to the
program exit node intersectn. Similarly, a noden immediately post-dominatesanother nodem iff n

post-dominatesm and there is no other post-dominator ofm betweenn andm in the CFG. In the tree,
n will be a direct parent ofm iff n immediately post-dominatesm. In our current implementation, we
use the algorithm outlined by Lengauer and Tarjan [12] to create the IPDom tree, with anO(e log v)
time complexity, wheree is the number of edges andv is the number of vertices in the CFG.

Secondly, we traverse the IPDom tree bottom-up. For each node traversed, we check if it is a merge
node. If so, it is inserted to the end of alist of merge nodes. As a result, the list will hold all merge
nodes, ordered so that if a noden post-dominatesm, thenm will be beforen in the list. We note that
there are often many merge-nodes which do not have any post-dominate relation to one another. Thus,
the same set of merge nodes could result in many different orderings, depending on which order the
different branches in the IPDom tree are processed. However, for all possible list orderings, it should
hold that for all pair of nodesn, m in the list: if n post-dominatesm, thenm should be beforen in
the list. The graph traversal has anO(v) complexity, wherev is the number of vertices in the CFG.

Thirdly, the list is used to create apriority queue, where inserted states are indexed on the position
of their corresponding merge node in the ordered list. This queue will replace the merge list in the
original algorithm for AE in Figure 5. We also only pop one state at the time from the priority queue
into the work list, instead of, as in the original algorithm, popping all states in the merge list to the
work list simultaneously. Thus, when extracting a state from the queue, the state with the merge node
closest to the beginning of the list will be popped. Moreover, if a state is to be inserted into the priority
queue, and there already is a state in the queue at that merge point, we merge the two states and insert
the resulting state into the queue (the merged states are deleted). Thus, the number of states stored in
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the priority queue will be less or equal to the number of merge nodes in the program.

We have implemented the priority queue as a binary heap, thereby getting anO(log v) time complex-
ity for both insertion and popping of states, wherev is the number of merge nodes in the CFG [3].

Figure 6 gives an illustration of the ordering of merge nodes. Figure 6(a) shows a CFG withB, F,
I, andJ set as merge nodes, i.e., all possible join points in this program. Figure 6(b) shows the
IPDom tree generated for the CFG. Figure 6(c) shows the ordered list of merge nodes resulting from
the bottom-up traversal of the tree. The list gives, for example, that a state located in merge pointB
should be processed after states located inF or I, but before states located inJ.

7. Evaluation

We have tested our merge strategies on two programs,jcomplex andinsertsort, from the
Mälardalen benchmarks using the ARM9 timing model of SWEET. This timing model has not been
validated against real hardware. However, we consider it to be a sufficiently realistic “abstract archi-
tecture” for the purpose of evaluating flow analysis methods.

For thejcomplex program in Figure 3, the input space (i.e., number of possible input combinations)
is 192 = 361 values. SWEET’s AE analysis time was 7.2 seconds when no merging was used, and
the resulting calculated WCET estimate was 918 cycles for the ARM9 target CPU. Table 1 shows
the results of the different analyses ofjcomplex. ATime is the analysis time in seconds for AE,
andWCET is the calculated WCET estimate for ARM9 in cycles. This information is shown for the



Merge type Merge node type
FE FT LBT LT LBI ALL

Unordered ATime 8.7 15.0 0.72 0.18 0.84 0.77
merge WCET 918 918 10532087 1053 1053

Ordered ATime 8.7 8.3 0.13 0.18 0.18 0.16
merge WCET 918 918 37112087 5395 5395

Table 1. Analysis results forjcomplex

Merge type Merge node type
FE FT LBT LT LBI ALL

Unordered ATime - - 1.6 0.08 1.9 1.7
merge WCET - - 332 332 332 332

Ordered ATime - - 0.09 0.08 0.09 0.09
merge WCET - - 332 332 332 332

Table 2. Analysis results forinsertsort

following five merge point selections:FE = at function entries,FT = after function exits,LBT = after
loop bodies,LT = after loop exits,LBI = after if-statements and loop bodies2, andALL = after all
merge point types.

In the table, we see that merging at function entries and exits (FE and FT) gives an exact result
compared to no merging, however to the cost of long analysis times (even exceeding the no merge
time). The other merge selections are efficient, but yield some overestimation. This is mainly due to
the conditional updates of the variablesa andb inside the loops, where merging yields overestimation
of these variables, which results in an overestimated outer loop bound. We can note that ordered merge
gives a larger overestimation than unordered merge. This is probably because the ordered merge gives
more merging, with fewer concurrent states, faster analysis but larger overestimation. Ordered merge
is the fastest method in all cases.

Table 2 shows the results forinsertsort, which is a sorting program using the insertion sort
method for an array of 10 elements where each element is a positive 32 bit integer (i.e., given a value
of [1..2147483647]). For this program, the input space is around1093 values. Thus, it is not possible
to run the program with all inputs. Nor is it possible to analyse it without merge. However, using the
knowledge of the worst case behaviour for insert sort (an inversely sorted array), we can analyse the
program using SWEET with the worst case input, and deduce a tight WCET estimate of332 cycles.

In the table, we see that only some types of merging actually gives a result within a short time (’-’
means that the analysis time exceeded 10 minutes). We can see that merging at either loop body
termination and loop termination points (LBT , LT , LBI , andALL ) gives results in a very short time.
This is not surprising, since the number of iterations in the nested loops in the programs is very high,
and efficient merge should lower the analysis times considerably. We also see that this efficiency does
not give any WCET overestimation penalty for this program. Ordered merge is fastest in all cases.

Table 3 shows the results foresab mod, a larger program provided by one of our industry partners.
The program consists of 3064 lines of C code, including 11 functions, 519 conditionals and one
loop. The outcome of many of the conditionals are input dependent, and abstract execution of these

2We combine these types to ensure that merging always takes place after if-statements in the same iteration.



Merge type Merge node type
FE FT LBT LT LBI ALL

Unordered ATime - - - - - -
merge WCET - - - - - -

Ordered ATime - - - - 163 161
merge WCET - - - - 165795165795

Table 3. Analysis results foresab mod

conditionals may therefore generate many new states. The loop is located in a function with loop
bound that is a dependent on the argument to the function. The function itself is called from 372
different call-sites. Since AE does its loop bound analysis fully context sensitive, i.e., we do a seperate
analysis for each individual path to the function in the call graph, we get a large number of different
calling contexts (8942) for the loop. In the example runs eight variables were given input value ranges,
giving an input space of around1.5 ∗ 1012 values. Due to this, it was not possible to run the program
with all inputs or to manually determine the input value combination that generated the WCET.

For none of the merge point options were we able to finish AE analysis when using unordered merge
(’-’ means that the analysis time exceeded 1 hour). For ordered merge we were able to finish the
analysis within 3 minutes for both theLBI andALL options with the same resulting WCET estimate.
The ordering of merge nodes took around 82 seconds, and has been included in the total running
time for AE. For single value inputs the analysis took around 8-10 seconds (depending on used input
values) excluding the time for ordering merge nodes.

All measurements were performed on a 3 GHz PC with 1 Gb RAM, running Linux Ubuntu.

8. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have described the merge techniques used during abstract execution, a flow analysis
method used in SWEET. We have described how to trade the precision of the results for faster analysis,
by the use of different placement of merge points and a new merging technique based on sorting merge
points. We have shown one example where we can use maximum merging to give a radically shorter
analysis time and still get a precise WCET estimate. For another example, however, merging lead to
less tight WCET estimates.

Moreover, we have shown that use of merge points is not alone a guarantee to obtain few concurrent
states. To handle this, we have presented a new method, based on ordering of merge points, to reduce
the number of concurrent states. We have shown that this method is able to significantly shorten the
analysis time of large programs with large input spaces.

For future work we plan to investigate the effect of our different merging techniques on different
industrial codes, such as the task codes presented in [2]. This will allow us to see, in more detail,
how our methods scales for large programs with large input spaces. We will also study the effect of
different merge point plecements on different program types and code constructs. This will allow us
define guidelines on how to select merging strategy for achieving an optimal combination of analysis
time and precision.
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